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CHAPTER 6 

Building an All-Volunteer Force  

 

When the Senate confirmed Elliot Richardson as secretary of defense on January 30, 1973, he 

assumed ultimate responsibility for implementing the most important change in the military 

personnel system since World War II: the transition from a system of conscription, which had 

inducted over 10 million men, to an all-volunteer military. In the postwar decades, the number of 

draft inductions had fluctuated. After a brief respite in conscription from 1946 to mid-1948, 

Congress passed a new peacetime draft. During the Korean War (1950–1953), the United States 

drafted over 1.5 million men, after which draft inductions fell significantly during the Cold War 

years of 1954 to 1962, as the Pentagon relied on a relatively small number of draftees to augment 

volunteers. Then the Vietnam War (1963–1973) greatly increased the need for draftees again. As 

the United States disengaged from the conflict in Southeast Asia in 1973, the Pentagon returned 

to volunteers. The establishment of the All-Volunteer Force was one of the lasting legacies of 

Richardson’s immediate predecessor, Melvin Laird. Since Richardson’s tenure at Pentagon 

lasted only four months—he briefly became President Nixon’s attorney general during the 

turbulent Watergate scandal—the task of assuring the success of the AVF fell to his successors 

James Schlesinger and Donald Rumsfeld. While both secretaries were fully committed to the 

AVF, the Defense Department official most influential in guiding the transition was Deputy 

Secretary William Clements. In one of his last acts as secretary, Laird had entrusted Clements 

with the job of overseeing the AVF. Both Schlesinger and Rumsfeld were content to allow 

Clements to spearhead the implementation of the force, but the challenges were formidable. 

Many military leaders were skeptical, if not downright opposed to the idea. Congressional and 
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public policy critics thought the AVF would fail and leave the United States dangerously 

exposed during the Cold War.1 

 Doubts and critiques of the AVF stemmed from three crucial concerns: quantity, quality, 

and cost. First, without the draft could the armed services recruit enough volunteers to fill their 

ranks? Second, could the AVF attract the right kind of volunteers for a force that was beginning 

to utilize high-technology weapons? Third, could the Pentagon convince the president and 

Congress to pay for an AVF that could compete with the civilian work place and thus would 

require a larger personnel and benefits budget? During the Nixon-Ford second term these 

questions were addressed, but the fate of the AVF still hung very much in the balance. 

Richardson, Schlesinger, Rumsfeld, and Clements provided the foundation for the All-Volunteer 

Force, allowing it to survive and eventually prosper. The process was not without its setbacks 

and controversies, but by January 1977 most agreed that the AVF was the model for the future. 

Thirteen years later when asked to fight in the Gulf War, the AVF proved a resounding success.  

 

The Vietnam and Laird Legacy  

Conscription of young men into the military had worked well during the World War II and 

enjoyed public acceptance during the early years of the Cold War. However, public and political 

support for the draft broke down during the Vietnam War as its flaws and inequities became 

increasingly obvious, especially to those who opposed the conflict in Southeast Asia. Part of the 

antiwar protestors’ criticism was their belief that those who were asked to fight came 

disproportionately from economically disadvantaged and minority populations. A postwar study 

of the draft found that men with the means or the knowledge to challenge the system had a 90 

percent chance of avoiding induction. Educational deferments allowed young men who could 
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afford college to postpone military service, often until they were too old for the draft. Medical 

deferments of all kinds also excused men from service. While many had legitimate medical 

concerns, critics of the draft charged some men—particularly those with money or family 

connections—with exaggerating or fabricating complaints with the help of sympathetic 

physicians. An NFL quarterback was excluded from military service due to his bad knees, even 

though he continued to play football for years afterwards. Well-connected families also 

encouraged their sons to join the National Guard or the reserves, particularly if they were no 

longer eligible for a student deferment. Three future presidents who were of draft age during the 

Vietnam War would be later accused by their political opponents of either draft dodging or of 

obtaining preferential acceptance into the National Guard to avoid service in Vietnam.2 

Public dissatisfaction with the draft system led then-candidate Richard Nixon to call for 

its end during the 1968 presidential campaign. In March 1969 President Nixon announced the 

creation of the President’s Commission on an All-Volunteer Force, more popularly known as the 

Gates Commission after its chairman former Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Gates Jr. Alhough 

ostensibly created to determine the viability of a volunteer system, the commission’s true 

mandate was to chart a path that ended the draft and implemented an all-volunteer military. The 

commission forwarded its conclusions to the president in February 1970, including the 

unanimous recommendation that the United States end conscription and institute an all-volunteer 

system by summer 1971. To ensure a successful All-Volunteer Force, the members provided 

three principal recommendations: increase military pay to encourage enlistment, improve the 

conditions of military service to attract and retain qualified service members, and finally, 

establish a standby draft no later than 1971 in case the services failed to meet their recruitment 

targets under the voluntary system.3  
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Laird supported the findings of the commission but worried that the timing for the change 

was too abrupt. He urged a more deliberate pace, arguing that the on-going war in Vietnam 

meant the Defense Department needed flexibility to supply the troops requested by the services. 

Additionally, AVF personnel costs would stretch what was expected to be a tight Defense budget 

for FY1971. Instead, Laird informed Pentagon officials that the Pentagon would work towards 

eliminating draft calls by the end of FY1973. Two years later in late 1972, with the war in 

Vietnam winding down and recruitment figures looking promising, Laird was confident he could 

end conscription. On January 27, 1973, only a few days before leaving office, Laird announced, 

henceforth, the services “will depend exclusively on volunteer soldiers, sailors, airmen, and 

Marines.” It was a fitting tribute that Laird, who had done so much to develop the vision for an 

all-volunteer force, was able to announce its creation.4 

Despite this achievement, Laird realized there was hard work ahead. He also knew he 

wanted incoming Deputy Secretary Clements to pick up the mantle of the AVF. An outspoken 

Texas oil industry entrepreneur and later a two-term Republican governor of Texas, Clements 

was appointed deputy secretary to manage the DoD in January 1973. He met Laird as the latter 

prepared to leave his office. “I’ll never forget,” Clements recalled, “[Laird] handed me two hot 

potatoes on two different occasions as he was clearing his desk and getting out of the building. 

One was the volunteer army.” During their meeting Clements noticed a towering stack of papers 

on the secretary’s desk. Laird indicated they were pending files related to the AVF, to which 

Clements bluntly responded, “Pending my ass, you’ve been sitting on that for six months.” Laird 

did not disagree and instead retorted, “I’ve been waiting for you to get over here.”5 

 Clements would have to convince Congress, the military brass, the media, and ultimately 

the public that the Pentagon could attract enough recruits (quantity) with the necessary 
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capabilities (quality) and without exorbitant expense (cost). The AVF had to fill its recruitment 

quotas with enough “quality” men and women— “quality” being defined as those with a high 

school diploma or those who scored in the upper half of the Mental Category IV (below average) 

on the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)—and persuade Congress to fund the AVF to the 

levels that would allow its implementation and success.  

 

Recruitment and Quality  

More than anything else, implementing the AVF became a numbers game, especially for the 

Army, which among the armed services had the toughest time meeting its recruitment quotas 

during the Vietnam War. Nevertheless, in late 1972 prospects looked good, and reports of 

favorable recruitment figures from July 1972 to January 1973 contributed to Laird’s decision to 

announce an end of the draft before he left the Pentagon. The Army Recruiting Command 

announced it had achieved 95.6 percent of its accession goal and increased non-prior-service 

(NPS) enlistments by 38 percent from the same period of the previous year. OSD reported in 

February 1973 that the Marine Corps and Air Force had met their NPS recruiting objectives for 

January and that the Navy had even exceeded their goal by a few hundred new sailors. 

Unfortunately, these percentages did not last. Secretary Richardson and his successors during the 

Nixon-Ford administration struggled to demonstrate that the AVF could recruit and retain 

enough volunteers to meet the personnel goals of each service branch.6 

A very public demonstration of DoD’s faith in the AVF came when Richardson advised 

President Nixon to end induction authority. Despite Laird’s January announcement that the 

military would rely upon volunteers for the foreseeable future, the government had retained 

induction authority under the Selective Service Act. There was one last chance to draft young 
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men, which was to lapse on July 1, 1973, unless Congress extended the date, which DoD 

considered unlikely without a political fight on Capitol Hill. Although men were still needed in 

Vietnam, Richardson was confident that another draft call would be unnecessary. In late 

February he presented the president with three options regarding the future of induction 

authority. The first was to recommend Congress review the induction authority on an annual 

basis “if only as a safety valve” in case the services could not find enough volunteers. Similarly, 

the second option would see Congress renewing the induction authority on the basis of a military 

need to draft Americans into the reserves and the medical services. The third option was to end 

induction authority. Richardson recommended against the first two options on the grounds they 

would undermine confidence in the nascent All-Volunteer Force. The current force was strong, 

he argued, and the projections for the future were positive. He worried that if Nixon supported an 

extension of the induction authority it would not only signal to the public that the AVF was 

faltering in its first months but also damage the president’s credibility after his full-throated 

support of the all-volunteer concept. Lastly, Richardson hinted that any continuing induction 

authority would ease the pressure on the services to ensure the AVF’s success. As long as  the 

safety net of the draft existed, the services would have little incentive to undertake a rigorous 

overhaul of the recruiting and retention processes. Richardson also based his recommendation on 

the practical concern that DoD needed Congress to act on special pay legislation, which 

Richardson believed would not happen as long the Nixon administration appeared to support 

both a draft and a volunteer military. The secretary recommended that Nixon approve the third 

option, which the president did.7  

Regrettably, the promising enlistment numbers of late 1972 and early 1973 did not last. 

While recruiting and retention levels for the Marines Corps and Air Force remained fairly stable, 
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the Navy and Army failed to meet their goals over the January to June 1973 period. The new 

Army enlistments that had surged in recent months rapidly fell, with recruiters only meeting 68 

percent of their quota for the six-month period. In June 1973 alone, the Navy missed its monthly 

recruiting goal by 41 percent. An internal DoD report concluded in summer 1973 that overall 

military strength was 1.1 percent below the planned end strength outlined in the FY1973 budget, 

a shortfall of approximately 25,000 service members. It attributed the drop in meeting 

recruitment goals to the “higher qualitative goals” the Army and Navy put in place during the 

final six months of the fiscal year.8  

Publicly, the Pentagon maintained a positive outlook. In a March 1973 Special Report on 

the AVF, Richardson announced that the first few months of the experiment were a success. He 

predicted the “historic goal of an All-Volunteer Force can, indeed, be reached by this generation 

of Americans.” Behind the scenes, Clements encouraged senior DoD officials to incorporate 

optimistic messaging about the AVF into public remarks. He circulated a set of talking points 

highlighting the quality of current recruits—“a better quality mix than in the earlier years of 

heavy draft” that “represent[s] a typical cross-cut of young America”—and downplayed 

shortages or concerns about the socioeconomic and racial make-up of the force.9 

Criticism of the AVF, however, continued to mount outside of the Pentagon. With the 

signing of the Paris Peace Accords in January and the gradual drawdown of American forces in 

Southeast Asia, media pundits and politicians alike debated what the post-Vietnam military 

should look like. Few disagreed that the draft had been divisive, but not all were convinced that a 

volunteer military would meet the nation’s security needs or that it would prove to be as 

equitable as supporters had promised. Would the relatively low pay the military offered attract 

only the poor and uneducated? Would increasing pay to attract better qualified volunteers 
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balloon the Defense budget to stratospheric heights? As recruitment began to falter, these critics 

felt justified in their concerns and began to call the AVF “experiment” a failure. Joseph A. 

Califano Jr., a special assistant during the Johnson administration, penned a scathing indictment 

in an op-ed for the Washington Post in March 1973. He accused the AVF program of spending 

billions of dollars to recruit the very same poor and disadvantaged young people that antidraft 

protestors sought to protect through an all-volunteer system. He concluded, “That [the AVF] is 

the mercenary system plain and simple…. It is bad for the services, and it is worse for the 

county.” Critics in Congress, foremost among them the newly elected Democratic Senator Sam 

Nunn, from Georgia, a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, were equally skeptical 

about the AVF. Nunn began a protracted war against the AVF.10  

In response to the growing public criticism, Clements formed a special task force of high-

level military officers and Pentagon civilians to ensure AVF message discipline across DoD. In 

particular, Richardson and Clements wanted to make it clear to the public that the OSD and the 

military were in-step as they confronted recruitment challenges. As Clements told the task force, 

“The group will be good internally; it will be doubly good externally.” When Clements chaired 

the first meeting in mid-May 1973 he received a shock. This inaugural gathering devolved into 

an airing of grievances and concerns from military leaders. “I do not question the validity of the 

All-Volunteer Force,” said Army Chief of Staff General Creighton W. Abrams Jr., “but, many 

people in the Army, officers and senior NCOs, think it is a bunch of crap.” Chief of Naval 

Operations Admiral Elmo Zumwalt announced, “It would be a mistake to go out on a limb with 

optimistic statements” about ending the induction authority later that summer, and he asked, “[I]s 

it too late to reconsider asking for standby draft authority?” He cautioned, “We will regret it by 

the end of the year if we don’t.” Other concerns expressed at the task force meeting included the 
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effectiveness of the AFQT for screening recruits, the recruitment of high school dropouts, and 

military pay. Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Reserve Affairs Roger T. Kelley 

left the meeting discouraged and later confided to Clements it was “distressing” that the military 

acted as though the decision to end the draft was still under debate. Without a “complete and 

positive commitment” from the services, he told the deputy defense secretary, the AVF would 

fail.11 

Other officials responsible for implementing the AVF shared Kelley’s concerns about the 

services. A brash, young outspoken Capitol Hill staffer, Stephen E. Herbits, who was hired in 

May 1973 as special assistant for the All-Volunteer Force, told his departing boss Roger Kelley 

at the end of May 1973, “I am convinced that for the next several months ‘business as usual’ in 

the Office of the ASD (M&RA) will insure [sic] defeat of the AVF.” Herbits noticed that critics 

of the AVF, both inside and outside of the Pentagon, were gaining momentum, resulting in a 

“dominant psychological atmosphere in this building … that the AVF is beat.” He predicted that 

the change in leadership from Richardson to Schlesinger in July 1973 meant “that it is simply a 

matter of time … before all credibility in the AVF will be destroyed.” Herbits viewed himself as 

a bulwark against the efforts of the services to undermine the volunteer military and he pledged 

that he would help Kelley’s successor “regain the momentum” and “stop the erosion of the 

AVF.”12 

Prospects for the AVF in 1973 suffered a serious setback from decisions the Army made 

at the end of 1972 and the beginning of 1973. In late 1972 the Army decided to raise its 

enlistment standards in order to increase the overall quality of its recruits. After all, the Army, 

like the other services, had seen favorable recruiting in the close of 1972. Kelley objected to the 

Army’s plan, but Secretary of the Army Robert F. Froehlke pressed ahead. First, he eliminated 
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recruiter incentives to enlist volunteers from the lower half of Mental Category IV and when 

recruitment numbers remained satisfactory, he discontinued all recruiter credits for Category IV 

volunteers without a high school diploma. With its recruiters continuing to make their quotas, the 

Army announced that effective February 1 it would limit Category IV recruits to 15 percent of 

total enlistments, down from the usual 19 percent, and would no longer incentivize recruiters to 

enlist 17-year-olds without high school degrees. In fact, the Army would establish a ceiling on 

non-high school graduates of 30 percent across all enlistments. While the Army’s decision would 

certainly result in a more educated force, it significantly shrunk the pool of men and women 

from which it could draw.13 

Participants still debate the motivations behind the Army’s February 1973 recruitment 

guidance. Was it a good faith effort to improve the quality of Army recruits or an attempt to 

sabotage the AVF? Upon leaving his post as assistant defense secretary (M&RA) in June 1973, 

Kelley told the Washington Post that the AVF was under threat from within: “The adversaries 

(of the draft-free military) are bolder and more frequent in their acts of sabotage against the 

system.”  He declined to give specifics, only saying critics of the volunteer military “can 

demonstrate a need for the draft by letting failures occur.” Although he did not name the Army 

leadership in the article, there was no doubt at the Pentagon to whom Kelley directed his thinly 

veiled attacks.14 

Whether or not Kelly’s charge of sabotage was correct, the consequences of the Army’s 

February 1973 decisions to upgrade the quality of recruits were clear. In March 1973 Secretary 

Richardson published his Special Report touting the success of the AVF, but the Army missed its 

recruitment target by 29 percent that month. In April, the numbers continued to plummet, with 

recruiters missing their target of 9,000 by 51 percent. By May, the Army’s shortfall had reached 
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approximately 12,000 enlistments, causing the service to miss its cumulative recruitment goal 

from January through May by almost 33 percent. Accusations and explanations began to fly 

around the halls of the Pentagon. The Army argued that Laird’s January announcement of an All-

Volunteer Force meant fewer draft-motivated enlistments and furthermore, the late winter and 

early spring were traditionally periods of low recruitment. Army defenders also pointed out that 

while overall recruitment numbers were lower, those who had joined were of a higher quality—

an advantage in the increasingly technology-dependent armed forces. Although less openly 

discussed by the Army at the time, another reason for recruitment struggles likely stemmed from 

unfolding scandals plaguing the Army Recruiting Command (USAREC). An internal Army 

investigation found multiple instances of recruiter malpractice in the early part of 1973. Coupled 

with the decision to move USAREC headquarters in January 1973 and a failure to fill 20 percent 

of its recruiter posts, the Army’s apparatus for recruitment was in disarray at the very moment 

the service decided to make drastic changes to its enlistment polices.15 

In addition, there existed a larger cultural handicap for Army recruiting. During the 

Vietnam War the public perception of the services, especially the Army, had suffered. Army 

service in Vietnam was increasingly portrayed on television, in film, and in song as a war in 

which grunts—combat soldiers composed in good part by the poor, the less educated, and 

minorities—found themselves in a chaotic and undefined war. As the then popular antiwar 

anthem went, “One, two, three, four, what are we fighting for. Don’t know and don’t give a 

damn, next stop is Viet-Nam.” Even within the service itself, many in the Army believed it 

needed to realign itself to the emerging modern culture of the late-1960s and early-1970s.16 

This tension between military culture and the new lifestyle of American youth in the 

1970s found expression in something as basic as the debate over the length of a service 
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member’s hair or mustache. In Vietnam, most officers did not usually obsess about hair length. 

But stateside or in other overseas deployments many service members tried to grow their locks 

and facial hair as long as possible without raising the ire of their superiors. The issue eventually 

reached Richardson, who wisely suggested it was part of a larger problem of how to 

accommodate the young men of the 1970s into the often constricting norms of conservative 

armed services. Richardson left to head the Justice Department without deciding on hair length.17  

The Army’s failure to attract enough recruits threatened the AVF’s future. In the weeks 

between Kelley’s departure and the arrival of his successor as ASD(MR&A), Special Assistant 

Herbits embarked on an unrelenting campaign to expose what he believed were the Army’s 

deliberate steps to undermine the success of the volunteer concept. He sent a barrage of memos 

to his superiors on issues such as reserve enlistments, mental standards, and continued missteps 

at USAREC. He consistently identified failures in Army leadership to support the AVF either 

through detrimental recruitment policies or less than supportive statements to media. Herbits 

viewed the Army’s actions—and inactions—as a deliberate campaign to sink the new all-

volunteer military.18 

Matters finally came to a head in mid-1973 when the Army, Navy, and Marines all faced 

shortfalls in recruits and deficits in projected end strengths. To make matters worse, in June 1973 

the Senate Armed Service Committee intimated to Army leadership that unless the service 

improved its quantitative goals and downgraded qualitative standards, the committee would 

reduce the service’s end-strength numbers. With a continued chorus of critiques in the media and 

the Senate—already wary of ending the draft and looking for weaknesses in the AVF—

threatening to step in, Clements had had enough.19 
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In a memorandum to Clements, Herbits outlined the Army problems with the AVF. 

Herbits remembered when the deputy secretary called him into his massive office where only the 

Herbits memo lay on his desk. After Clements quizzed Herbits on his paper, he had his personal 

secretary usher in the Army chief of staff and Army secretary and seat them in front of Herbits. 

Clements asked, “So what’s going on with the volunteer force?” After the two men briefly 

explained, Clements slammed his fist of the table and said, “Listen, the President of the United 

States, [and] the United States Congress have established a policy in the country, and frankly you 

are not implementing it. I am giving you 30 days to turn this around, or the President will ask 

both of you for your resignations publicly.” Then Clements told the Army leaders “if they did 

not know how to do it, this young man [Herbits had not been introduced to them] “will tell you 

how.”20  

Clements’s tirade was perhaps justified in light of past transgressions, but it was unfair 

because the two men he berated had begun a good faith effort to turn the Army around. By fall 

1973 the Army and the OSD were already addressing the recruitment challenges and shoring up 

the AVF. The key to these fixes was two new appointees: Army Secretary Howard H. “Bo” 

Callaway; and OSD’s ASD(M&RA), William K. Brehm, a strong supporter of the AVF and a 

longtime Pentagon civilian. Brehm championed the use of data analysis to inform personnel 

decisions. As a former Army assistant secretary, he had become one of the driving forces behind 

what he called the “analytic maturing” of the approach to manpower programs and force 

readiness. When Brehm became assistant secretary of defense, he applied a data-driven approach 

to oversee the buildup of Army forces. He also persuaded Schlesinger to transfer the data 

analysis function for manpower from Systems Analysis (the future PA&E) to his M&RA shop.21  
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Bo Callaway was a West Point graduate and Goldwater Republican in the still Democrat-

dominated state of Georgia. Like Brehm, he was committed to the all-volunteer concept and 

recognized that the modern, post-Vietnam Army needed to evolve. Even before his dressing 

down by Clements, Callaway had already revisited the controversial changes to the recruitment 

policies introduced in February. In July 1973 he announced that the Army would increase its 

quota of non-high school graduates from 30 percent to 50 percent, reversing the Army’s ill-fated 

attempt to improve quality at the expense of quantity of recruits. In October he sent personal 

assurances to Clements that the Army was working together to meet its recruitment challenges 

and undertook a campaign to assuage doubters in the Army and bring naysayers on board. 

Herbits found himself impressed by Callaway’s actions, calling the Army secretary’s October 15, 

1973, speech to the Association of the United States Army, “probably one of the strongest 

statements coming out of the United States Army [in support of the AVF] since we began the 

move to end the draft.” Even the Army brass seemed to heed the call.22  

Brehm and Callaway formed an easy partnership based on a shared belief in the success 

of the AVF. If Brehm was instrumental in making the case for the AVF in the press and on the 

Hill, it was Callaway who succeeded in finally getting the Army leadership moving in the right 

direction. In February 1974 Calloway sent Nixon a summary of the Army’s first year under the 

AVF and an accompanying letter, optimistic in tone, declaring, “The volunteer Army is a reality. 

It is no longer just a concept. It is here now, on the ground, ready to fight if need be, stronger 

than when the draft ended.” The lengthy summary highlighted all aspects of the Army’s 

transition to the volunteer model and the steps the service had taken to shake off “a post-Vietnam 

milieu marked by war weariness and anti-military attitudes.” He challenged the prevailing 

criticism that the Army was racially unbalanced or populated by the uneducated, noting that 
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numbers were about where experts had predicted, and he praised the inclusion of more female 

soldiers as helping to raise the overall quality of the Army. Callaway did not shy from telling the 

president that the Army still faced challenges, namely that the last of the draftees inducted before 

the draft ended would rotate out in fiscal year 1975. He conceded that the Army was expected to 

be understrength by 4–6 percent in 1974. Furthermore, although the Army had increased the 

number of NPS recruits in mental categories it considered average and above from 42 percent in 

1971 to 50 percent in 1973, the service was still well below the 61 percent goal Army leaders 

considered the minimum level to ensure an adequately trained modern force. Despite these 

concerns, Callaway confidently assured Nixon that the Army had completed a successful 

transition, and “we intend to keep it moving in this direction.” The president replied, “I know 

you can be counted on to address the remaining problem areas with the same energy, imagination 

and dedication that has characterized your past performance. Keep up the fine work.”23  

 Schlesinger mirrored Callaway’s optimism when he told the press in mid-June 1974 that 

after the AVF’s first year, “I think it can be said that the degree of success has been greater than 

many had anticipated.” He drew special attention to the Army “who have the most difficult 

problem of all.” The secretary was a little more circumspect in an interview for the July-August 

1974 issue of Reserve Magazine. When asked for his assessment of a viable AVF, he responded, 

“We cannot say for sure that it is a viable program in terms of maintaining 2.1 million men in the 

Armed Forces, but we are going to give it the old college try.” However, he concluded, “we 

think that it may very well succeed.”24  

 Unfortunately the old college try was not enough. While recruiting numbers and quality 

recruits for the armed services fluctuated during the two remaining years of the Ford 

administration, the Pentagon never solved the equation between quantity and quality. Missing 
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Army recruiting objectives became the norm. Other factors worked against recruitment. The 

Vietnam GI Bill with its educational benefits ended, as did two-year enlistments, and enlistment 

bonuses and recruitment advertising budgets were slashed, exaserbating the inability to meet 

recruitment quotas.25 

 

The Cost of the All-Volunteer Force 

A robust AVF required the United States to assume the costs of recruiting and retaining military 

personnel. The most persistent criticism of the AVF through the Nixon and Ford years focused 

on the expense of sustaining a volunteer military. Criticism on this front came from all corners, 

including the White House, where Kissinger kept a close watch on the AVF’s rising costs. The 

loudest voices, however, came from Congress, where anti-AVF legislators like Senator Sam 

Nunn consistently fought to undermine the all-volunteer concept. “Most of this phenomenal rise 

in the costs of manpower can be laid at the door of the all-volunteer force concept,” Nunn 

proclaimed in a speech before the Georgia General Assembly in March 1973. He warned that 

Congress could only enact so much legislation to increase military pay and allowances “until the 

expense threatens to bankrupt our entire defense program.” Nunn spoke for a small but 

influential group in Congress, including Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee F. 

Edward Hébert, who expressed skepticism, if not opposition, to the concept of a volunteer force 

and advocated or considered returning to conscription.26  

Nunn and other concerned legislators pointed to the FY 1974 budget as an example of 

out-of-control manpower costs. The Pentagon request called for $22 billion more in spending on 

pay and allowances for service members than the FY 1964 budget, despite the decrease in armed 

forces strength by 400,000 members over the same period. Furthermore, congressional 
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opponents noted “the average cost of maintaining a serviceman on duty” had nearly quadrupled 

in the last 25 years. Legislators on Capitol Hill already wary of the AVF balked at the realization 

that the FY 1974 Defense budget matched that of FY 1968, the peak of the Vietnam War. How, 

they asked, could a military nearing the end of a costly war still require so much money? The 

answer was increased manpower costs totaling 56 percent of the FY 1974 budget.27  

Schlesinger and his successor Rumsfeld were each keenly aware of the budgetary 

pressure facing the DoD as the Vietnam War came to an end, and they knew that personnel costs 

were a convenient cudgel for AVF critics. However, they both understood that the high price tag 

was the cost of doing business. As Schlesinger told a reporter who pressed him on the expense of 

the AVF, “if we are going to have 3 percent of the American working force directly employed by 

the Department of Defense, in a free market we will discover that we have to pay 3 percent of the 

GNP in order to obtain them.” Rumsfeld later observed that some members of Congress “have 

focused on manpower costs more sharply than on any other area of Defense resources.” As he 

saw it, the critics, especially those in Congress, were making contradictory demands, putting the 

OSD in an unwinnable position. To Rumsfeld’s frustration these same AVF critics who called 

for a reduction in the manpower budget also demanded evidence that the military was meeting its 

recruitment goals in building a modern military of highly qualified service members. To do this, 

the services needed to be able to offer as many incentives as possible, particularly in the form of 

compensation and benefits. Rumsfeld’s response for these critics was clear: how could DoD 

reduce manpower costs when the all-volunteer experiment relied heavily on compensation to 

attract and retain volunteers?28  

Within this environment of intense focus on personnel costs, the DoD participated in 

three significant reviews of expenditures during the Nixon-Ford presidency. Of the three, the 
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least publicized—an internal review and realignment of headquarters staffs—had the most 

immediate effect on the DoD. The remaining reviews included the Defense Manpower 

Commission formed at the direction of Congress and the third Quadrennial Review of Military 

Compensation (QRMC), a regular Pentagon examination of military pay and benefits undertaken 

every four years. While the two latter reviews were ambitious in scope, neither served to 

immediately resolve the rising personnel costs. Instead, they each served as a platform for AVF 

critics in Congress and the military to voice concerns yet again. 

The command headquarters review was part of Secretary Schlesinger’s attempt to 

improve efficiency with the goal of reducing manpower costs without decreasing military 

readiness. The objective was to shrink the number of headquarters staff and in some cases, 

eliminate entire commands. By February 1975 the DoD had identified 23,000 headquarters 

positions for removal by the end of FY 1976. Brehm assured the press, “This is not legerdemain. 

These are real reductions in these headquarters.” While the majority of the positions were in the 

military services, the OSD was not immune. The Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff were slated to lose 400 personnel.29 

The Pentagon promised that the review would improve readiness. The Army planned to 

bolster combat forces with the savings from support and headquarters reductions, introducing 

three additional active divisions without increasing overall manpower. Similarly, the Air Force 

retained three C130 squadrons in active service and was scheduled to add three tactical air wings 

without increasing its personnel. The elimination of two major air commands, two numbered air 

forces, and six headquarters and related support would free up 15,000 airmen for roles more 

directly connected to combat, all without drawing upon additional manpower. Finally, the DoD 

pledged to move 18,000 support troops positioned in Europe into combat roles by the end of FY 
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1976, strengthening the conventional force in NATO and meeting the June 1976 deadline set by 

the Nunn Amendment to the 1975 Military Appropriations Act.30  

While the DoD worked to streamline its existing force, Congress directed its attention to 

inefficiency at the DoD by creating the bipartisan Defense Manpower Commission (DMC) on 

November 16, 1973. The act’s sponsors, Senators Howard Baker (R-TN) and Lloyd M. Bentson 

Jr. (D-TX), were concerned that manpower costs were spiraling out of control and would result 

in reduced national security. With the concept of an all-volunteer military still new and relatively 

untested, the commission sought to understand whether these high personnel costs stemmed from 

the realities of mobilizing a force entirely comprising volunteers or from mismanagement and 

inefficiency by the services and the OSD. The commission consisted of seven members, four 

appointed by Congress and three by the president.31  

 The formal mandate of the bipartisan commission was to discover “the true needs for 

manpower” at the Defense Department, both at that time and in the following decade, and to 

determine if these needs could be met more economically, either through more effective means 

of training, compensation, or force structure, or through better management from the secretary 

and the service chiefs. Its members were sworn-in in April 1974, and over the next year they 

conducted extensive research and held public hearings across the country on topics ranging from 

active and reserve forces, the volunteer concept, and minority representation. They drew on the 

insights of academics, defense contractors, veterans’ groups, vocational guilds, women’s 

organizations, and business executives. Members also toured commands throughout the United 

States to see the AVF in practice at all levels of the military, from recruitment postings to combat 

units.32 
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Schlesinger, Clements, and others at DoD watched the formation of commission with 

caution. They understood that the AVF still had many detractors within Congress, and that 

unfavorable findings from the commission would further bolster the cause of the anti-AVF 

forces. Critics such as Sam Nunn hoped the commission would confirm that the AVF was too 

expensive to maintain. Schlesinger met with DMC chairman Curtis Tarr, former director of the 

U.S. Selective Service System and then vice president of Deere and Company, to emphasize that 

strategic considerations—i.e., enough manpower and money— needed to be at the forefront of 

the commission’s approach. Schlesinger appointed Bill Brehm as the department’s point of 

contact for all DMC issues. Tarr and Brehm had previously worked together. Schlesinger had no 

doubt that Brehm would advocate on behalf of the AVF. In early 1975 the Office of the 

ASD(M&RA) arranged for a series of high-level briefings to apprise DMC members of the  

strategic environment and the manpower levels required to meet the country’s national security 

challenges.33 

By the time the commission released its report to Congress and President Ford in April 

1976, Schlesinger was no longer at the DoD. However, Donald Rumsfeld and his staff found 

vindication in the DMC’s conclusions and labeled the report “very positive,” noting the 

commission had found “no immediate action available to substantially reduce manpower costs.” 

The services had largely addressed the early recruitment challenges and were overall 

commended for their transition to the volunteer models. The DMC’s investigations indicated that 

education levels and mental categories of the force had improved in comparison the pre-AVF 

military and found no evidence to suggest that the U.S. military reflected the colloquial “poor 

man’s army.” In fact, the services continued to draw “their principal strength” from the middle 
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class. The DMC viewed the inclusion of more minorities and women in the ranks a plus and had 

done nothing to decrease overall military effectiveness.34  

When examining the viability of the All-Volunteer Force over the next decade the 

commission struck a note of caution, writing that the AVF’s success depended on many factors 

beyond the control of the secretary of defense or even the president. First among them was the 

strength of the economy, with the commission stating plainly that a booming economy could 

spell trouble for the ability of the services to recruit. Thus, its strongest recommendation to Ford 

and Rumsfeld was to maintain competitive compensation for service members and ensure the 

continuation of the benefits service members had come to expect. “Any erosion of this 

[promise?] will seriously affect sustainability beyond that projected in this report,” warned the 

DMC. The commission’s findings—that the AVF program was fairly solid and sustainable with 

proper investment in competitive pay and benefits—dealt a blow to the AVF’s critics.35  

Despite its grand conclusions and broad array of recommendations, the Defense 

Manpower Commission had little impact on the Rumsfeld-led DoD. While Congress and the 

public debated the findings, the DoD quietly put the report on a shelf. When senators asked the 

General Accounting Office a few months later to examine the steps the Pentagon had taken in 

response to the report, the GAO investigators cited an underwhelming number of actions or  

nonactions on the report’s recommendations. For example, the Pentagon leadership had not 

followed through on reexamining the practice of tying increases in military pay to increases in 

compensation for General Schedule civilian employees. The commissionaires questioned 

whether this linkage was the most efficient or cost-effective way of determining military pay. In 

theory, General Schedule pay scales were calibrated to comparable jobs in the private sector. 

There was no comparison, in the DMC view, between military and civil service or private jobs. 
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The commission had also recommended the establishment of a standby draft system for use in a 

national security emergency, but the DoD took no action. The Pentagon also ignored the 

suggestion to form an independent federal compensation board which could adjudicate future 

government pay raises while considering department needs. Indeed, the GAO noted the Office of 

the Secretary of Defense had determined no further action on the report was necessary. As far as 

Rumsfeld was concerned, the DMC had confirmed that high manpower costs reflected the reality 

of recruiting an all-volunteer military. What more did he need or want to know?36 

Rumsfeld’s tepid response to the DMC recommendations as opposed to its conclusions 

did not mean he was uninterested in addressing the high cost of manpower. Rather the secretary 

set his sights on an internal DoD review required by law, the third Quadrennial Review of 

Military Compensation. Congress required the president to conduct a thorough review of all 

aspects of military compensation at least every four years. The previous review in 1971 was 

limited. It specifically addressed compensation for certain subsections of the military, such as 

submariners and medical professionals. In 1975 the third QRMC overseen by Rumsfeld would 

be the most ambitious and consequential to date. Directed by a Navy captain, the study group 

included assistant secretaries of defense, deputy chiefs of staff for personnel of the services, 

assistant secretaries of the military departments, and the Office of Management and Budget’s 

associate director for national security. Theirs would be a holistic approach, examining the 

totality of military compensation and including a close look at the total valuation of the often 

nebulous category of military benefits. Such a comprehensive study had not been attempted in 

the earlier QRMCs and doing so now amid the heated debate on AVF costs elevated the 

importance of the group’s work.37  
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The central question in the third QRMC was the structure of military pay. There were two 

competing perspectives on how the government should determine military compensation. The 

first was the existing “comparability” system, favored by the services and the military 

departments, in which service member pay comprised a mixture of basic pay tied to Civil Service 

pay and tax-free allowances for housing and other subsistence such as access to medical care and 

base post exchanges. In theory, the pay and allowances structure meant that service members of 

the same rank and same years of service received the same pay, regardless of skill or ability. In 

practice, the process was much more opaque, inefficient, and at times, inequitable. For this 

reason, most of the civilians on the study group supported a “competitive” system that would 

transition military compensation to a taxable salary structure in which services could increase or 

decrease base pay—in some instances by as much as 50 percent—in order to attract or 

disincentivize recruits in certain skill groups. The salary proponents argued that by tying military 

pay to supply and demand instead of the Civil Service, the DoD would gain greater flexibility to 

recruit and retain high-quality personnel. Critics of the salary system charged that it would be too 

difficult to implement. The services worried that it would undermine a key aspect of military 

culture: the importance of rank. If compensation were determined by the “pay for the job” model 

that characterized the civilian sector, military leaders feared it would “effectively destroy the 

‘rank in the man’ concept of the armed forces.”38  

Unsurprisingly, the opposition of military leaders to the suggested competitive pay for 

the job option meant Rumsfeld’s ambitious goal of streamlining military compensation failed. 

The study group released a report largely affirming the status quo that tied military pay levels to 

the Civil Service and left the nebulous assortment of individual benefits and allowances separate 

from any calculations related to comparability. For some military leaders, this was a victory 
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against what they considered yet another attack against an institution already under siege from 

the all-volunteer experiment. As the final report stated, “military life is ‘institutional’ rather than 

‘occupational,’ and characterized by an entire way of life rather than a transitory ‘job’ or 

‘work.’” What was at stake, some in the services argued, was not a payroll system, but “military 

values and the special features of the military way of life.” The civilians disagreed, seeing 

another attempt by the military to stall the inevitable: a modern volunteer armed force 

compensated by a flexible and equitable system. They registered their opposition to the study 

group’s conclusions, and ultimately Rumsfeld refused to sign the final report. As one of the DoD 

implementers and experts on the AVF has observed, instead of the third QRMC ushering in a 

new vision of military compensation to complement the new AVF, it became at worst a forum 

for military critics of the volunteer initiative and at best a confirmation of the status quo.39  

Unfortunately, by the time the QRMC reported its findings to the secretary in late 1976, 

Rumsfeld’s opportunity to enact change had disappeared. It would fall to in-coming Secretary 

Harold Brown, the new Carter administration, and Congress to bring the services and the 

civilians closer together on the issue of compensation.40  

 

African-Americans and the All-Volunteer Force 

Race relations in the armed services and in America as a whole were stretched almost to the 

breaking point when the Pentagon leadership committed to the All-Volunteer Force. For almost 

two decades the Civil Rights movement had peacefully confronted segregation and racist policies 

in the South and less blatant discrimination in the rest of the country. While nonviolent 

demonstrations were the touchstone of the civil rights movement, race riots erupted in major 

cities throughout the 1960s culminating in the 1968 explosion in response to the assassination of 
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the Rev. Martin Luther King. The military was not immune to tensions between African-

American service members and the predominately white U.S. military. This friction became 

readily apparent during the deployment to Vietnam where some black combat soldiers often 

created a separate identity. Calling themselves “Bloods” they adopted the black power salute and 

the antiwar rhetoric of protestors at home. Part of the dialogue about ending conscription, apart 

from the unpopularity of the draft, was the charge that black Americans were overrepresented in 

Vietnam particularly within combat units. There was no assurance that an AVF would address 

this problem. But to many critics the Selective Service System seemed so dysfunctional and so 

subject to manipulation  that AVF could not be worse. And yet their question remained: Under a 

voluntary system would recruits from poor and the less educated backgrounds still be sent to 

fight in disproportionate numbers as they had been prior to the AVF? Past experience was not 

encouraging. Of the 246,000 recruits brought in from 1966 to 1969 under Robert McNamara’s 

Project 100,000 (a policy to enlist those who would have been screened out by their limited 

education and testing results), 40 percent were black. Project 100,000 service members were 

more likely to be sent to Vietnam and at least 37 percent were assigned to combat units.41  

Racial unrest in the military was not unique; it mirrored civilian society. Race riots took 

place in military facilities in Vietnam, Europe, the United States, and on naval vessels during the 

late 1960s and early 1970s. Clashes between black and white service members flared up at the 

Marines’ Camp Lejeune in North Carolina and Kaneohe Naval Air Station in Honolulu in late 

summer 1969. Four days of racial rioting at Travis Air Force Basic in California in 1971 belied 

the Air Force’s hitherto record of good race relations. The Navy at sea was not immune; it 

suffered from highly publicized floating race riots on the USS Constellation and the USS Kitty 

Hawk in 1972.42 
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Faced with public pressure to respond to both the disintegrating racial climate in the 

ranks and the charge that the draft preyed upon black and poor Americans, Laird and Nixon 

attempted reforms. At the Pentagon, Laird began to implement policies designed to address the 

concerns of both military leadership and black service members. At the urging of Kelley, Laird 

and the DoD leadership drafted and endorsed a Human Goals charter that pledged the entire 

department would advocate for equal rights regardless of race. Laird continued to emphasize 

equal opportunity issues until the end of his tenure in January 1973. While statements by 

secretaries of defense in support of better race relations and equal opportunities for minorities 

were a step in the right direction, they could only go so far. The issue of race in America was far 

too complex and had too long a history for rhetorical exhortations and easy solutions.43  

Richardson sought to build on the early steps taken by Laird to improve the racial 

climate. In his March 1973 report to Congress, he reiterated that equal opportunity regardless of 

race and sex remained a priority at the DoD. He appended a copy of Laird’s Human Goals 

charter but now signed by him and the new DoD leadership. Nevertheless, the Pentagon had to 

confront the issue on a practical level. Richardson did so by building upon the work of the 

Defense Race Relations Institute (DRRI) at Patrick Air Force Base in Florida. Established by 

Deputy Secretary David Packard in summer 1971, the institute was designed to educate service 

members on race relations, conduct research, and disseminate educational material throughout 

the military. Students at DRRI studied the history of minority groups, examined current racial 

issues, and were exposed to “ethnic group experiences” through interactions with other students 

and the community surrounding the base. Graduates of DRRI were expected to take their 

knowledge back to their units where they would provide race relations training with a goal of 18 

hours of training for each member of the military. Richardson pushed the DRRI to expand its 
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size and the institute expected to graduate 1,500 instructors by July 1973. Both Schlesinger and 

Rumsfeld would continue to support the work of the DRRI.44  

While better race relations in the military was a worthy goal, there were fears among 

some that the AVF, especially the Army, would become too black. The Gates Commission 

promised that “the composition of the military will not be fundamentally changed by ending 

conscription,” but admitted that the poor economic outlook for black Americans made it likely 

that more African Americans than whites would seek out military service under the volunteer 

model. Some academics worried about the racial makeup of the service. Military sociologist 

Morris Janowitz warned that an end to the draft would not address the racial imbalance of the 

military, but rather lead to an “internal foreign legion” composed of black soldiers that would be 

“disastrous for American political democracy.” Collaborating with another leading academic in 

the field, Charles C. Moskos, Janowitz wrote that the armed forces, and especially the Army, 

were reaching the “tipping point.” This theory argued that if the military became too black, 

whites, especially the lower educated, would refuse to enlist. The solution according to the 

academics was to increase educational benefits to lure more middle-class white males and 

females to offset the increasing number of black enlistees. The academics were not alone in 

expressing this controversial view; some Army leaders were concerned that white recruiting 

would suffer as the number of black soldiers increased.45 

These fears were unfounded and the “tipping point” theory was proved wrong. While it 

was true that black participation in the AVF increased at the same time the overall size of the 

armed forces was shrinking, this did not cause whites to reject military service. The services 

became more racially diversified. While the Army, the largest military branch and the service 

with the highest percentage of black service members, decreased in size from over 1.1 million 
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active-duty soldiers in 1971 to just over 777,000 by 1977, the number of active duty black 

soldiers increased over this same period of time from around 144,000 to almost 186,000. As a 

percentage of the Army, African American soldiers went from comprising around 12.8 percent to 

almost 24 percent of the total number of active duty personnel. The same pattern was evident in a 

lesser degree in the Navy (4.85 percent in 1971 to 7.87 percent in 1977), the Air Force (10.5 

percent to 12.7 percent), and the Marine Corps (10.18 percent to 16.02 percent).46  

The OSD attributed the increase in African American participation in part to the current 

economic crisis—the very same crisis that had helped ease the military’s transition to the AVF. 

While economic recession hurt African Americans, it also affected poor whites. When President 

Ford asked Schlesinger about the impact of high unemployment among both black and white 

youth on military recruiting, the secretary responded bluntly, “It is making the All Volunteer 

Force.” National unemployment was 4.9 percent in 1973 but nearly doubled to 8.5 percent by 

1975. For young white men between the ages of 16 and 24 the unemployment rate was already 

above 8 percent in 1973. In 1975 the percentage of young unemployed white men rose to just 

over 15 percent. The situation was even bleaker for black men aged 16–24. By 1975 over one-

quarter of young black men in the United States were unemployed.47  

For Schlesinger, the increase in the number of black service members was unimportant. 

This was and would remain the standard line among the Pentagon leadership. As he told 

Congress in 1974, “the Department of Defense is an equal opportunity employer and is 

concerned solely with how well an individual performs his job.” Whether or not there was a 

higher percentage of minorities in the military than was represented across the nation as a whole 

“is not a concern to us,” Schlesinger said. He pointed to the 82nd Airborne, which was then 26 

percent black and “our most combat-ready division,” as an example.48  
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These assurances were not always well received within the black community. Newspaper 

articles written by black activists sounded the alarm that the AVF had not addressed the 

problems so evident in the military during the Vietnam War. These articles noted that in 1975, 

blacks represented 23 percent of the infantry, the group most likely to see combat. Such 

overrepresentation in combat units, they argued, stemmed from policies that concentrated black 

service members in menial positions and neglected to offer adequate training and education to 

help them achieve more skilled positions. Poor blacks often entered the service at an educational 

disadvantage when compared to their white counterparts. However, as activist Vernon Jordan 

pointed out, the military had welcomed “white GIs who were low IQ school dropouts” and still 

managed to make them into officers, NCOs (noncommissioned officers), or skilled enlisted men 

during World War II. Why, he asked, couldn’t the military do the same now for young black men 

and women?49  

Unfortunately, one military service did not follow Jordan’s call. Instead it at least 

inadvertently limited black enlistment. Congress explicitly prohibited the services from 

introducing racial quotas when setting their enlistment targets, but the Marine Corps attempted 

“selective recruiting,” which sought to increase the number of enlistees in the higher mental 

categories and as a byproduct decrease black accessions, in effect, a de facto racial quota. When 

Representative Ronald V. “Ron” Dellums (D-CA) wrote to DoD requesting information about 

such Marine recruiting practices, the department investigated and was forced to admit that the 

Marine Corps instructed its recruiters to enlist no more than 15 percent Category IV minority 

accessions per year. The OSD quickly ordered the Marines to eliminate this quota, but the Corps 

responded by ordering recruiters to limit Category IV enlistees to no more than 10 percent white 

and 10 percent black. The DoD general counsel declared that this was not permitted either. The 
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Marine leadership continued to push back, arguing that their quotas did not stem from concerns 

about quality so much as concerns that in the event of a war a disproportionate number of black 

marines, particularly in rifle companies, would mean a disproportionate number of black 

casualties. This was not an issue of racism, they contended, but the fear that the Marine Corps 

would once again face charges of unnecessarily risking black lives. The DoD remained firm and 

the Marines turned to mathematical algorithms in an attempt to even out the racial makeup of its 

force.50  

Another obvious way to ensure that black service members were not overly represented 

in the services was to shift recruiting offices from the inner cities to the suburbs. Although he 

received fair marks from black activists and journalists for his willingness to interact with them, 

Army Secretary Callaway also believed the service needed more white recruits. His move of 

many Army recruiting stations from the easy pickings of urban areas, where military service was 

one of the few jobs available, to the suburbs and small towns was known as the “Callaway shift.” 

It was not just this transfer of recruiting offices that had an effect. As the economy stumbled in 

the mid-1970s percentages of black accessions dipped as whites in search of a job joined the 

services in greater numbers. Dellums asked Callaway whether these moves to the suburbs and 

the emphasis on quality enlistments were not yet another attempt to limit black participation in 

the Army. Callaway assured the congressman this was not the case: “We want to attract … 

individuals that are representative of all the Country so that no one segment of American people 

carries a disproportionate burden of war.” Callaway continued, “We will continue to send 

recruiters to urban and rural areas to insure [sic] that everyone who is qualified has an 

opportunity to enlist.” Callaway noted that black soldiers as of the end of 1974 comprised 22.4 

percent of the Army, twice the percentage of African Americans in the country.51 
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The Pentagon was often justly and sometimes unfairly criticized for its recruitment 

practices. No one, however, including the Pentagon leadership, believed there were enough black 

officers throughout the military. In February 1975 black officers comprised 2.8 percent of total 

active-duty officers across all the services. The greatest problem rested in the Navy, where only 

1.3 percent of officers were African American. However, the Army, with the highest percentage 

at 4.5 percent, was not much better. Schlesinger admitted that the services still struggled to 

recruit minority officers “of all types” and he continually promised Congress that the DoD would 

increase its emphasis on this recruitment area. However, he argued, there was only so much 

recruiters could do when a competitive private sector attracted the highest qualified minority 

candidates. At the end of his tenure, Rumsfeld was pleased to report in 1977 that the services had 

increased the number of black officers to 3.4 percent and the military had added four additional 

African American flag officers and an additional 400 personnel ranked E9 and E8. The Navy, 

which had especially struggled under charges of discrimination, gained its first black vice 

admiral. Still, the Pentagon had a long way to go to increase the number of black officers, 

particularly as the number of black enlisted men continued to rise.52  

There was no doubt that by the end of the Ford administration in 1977 race relations in 

the armed forces had improved from the dismal low point at the start of the decade. The 

combination of the opportunities in the AVF, the end of the Vietnam War, and the rising tide of 

black expectations had helped ease the tension that had existed between white and black service 

members. Racism was hardly banished from the armed forces, just as it did not disappear from 

American society. Schlesinger noted in 1975 that although racial incidents were declining in the 

military the overall climate was still not good, simply “stable.” Citing commanders who referred 

to the current environment as “under control,” Schlesinger admitted that “total harmony” has yet 
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to be achieved. There were miles to go and promises yet to keep before the U.S. armed forces as 

well as America as a whole would honestly face racism.53  

 

Women and the All-Volunteer Force  

The U.S. armed forces took incremental steps to expand the role of women in the military during 

the 1970s. The women’s rights movement in the United States had a long history; although not 

ratified by the states, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to the U.S. Constitution passed 

Congress in 1972. Around the same time, faced with a shrinking pool of male recruits, the DoD 

needed to increase its utilization of women in the armed forces. The Pentagon’s central AVF task 

force set up by Laird in January 1972 to oversee and direct the establishment of the All-

Volunteer Force instructed the services to prepare contingency plans to increase the number of 

women service members. The Army, Navy, and Air Force were expected to double the number 

of women in their ranks between FY 1971 and FY 1977. The task force asked the Marine Corps 

to draft a proposal to increase female participation by a more modest 40 percent. In December 

1972 the task force released a study on increasing the utilization of women in the military. The 

report examined the plans set forth by the services and concluded that, for the most part, they 

would meet the goals set by the task force. It projected that the Navy and the Air Force would 

surpass their mandate of a 100 percent increase during the allotted time, while the Army would 

reach their goal by 1978. The report cautioned that the Marines might have difficulty meeting 

their goal of a 40 percent increase by FY 1977, either because of difficulties with recruiting or 

high rates of attrition shrinking the number of women in the Corps. The task force did not think 

these challenges were insurmountable and predicted that the service plans would increase the 
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number of service women from 1.9 percent of total military strength in FY 1972 to 

approximately 4.2 percent by the end of FY 1977.54 

In fact, the services would exceed the goals set by the Task Force in 1972. By May 1977 

women comprised 5.5 percent of active-duty military members. The Army had increased its 

number of female soldiers from 16,771 in 1972 to over 48,000 by summer 1976. The Air Force 

and the Navy more than doubled the number of women in their ranks and even female marines 

increased from 2,329 to 3,449 in 1976. A DoD study on manpower noted that, while total 

military strength declined by about 12,000 service members during 1976, female participation 

over the same period had actually increased by over 9,500. With this influx of women and new 

attitudes toward women’s rights, the separate service organizations for women—Women 

Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service (Navy’s WAVES), Women in the Air Force (WAF), 

and Women’s Army Corps (WAC)—were abolished, although the WAC lingered until 1978.55 

Increasing the number of women in the All-Volunteer Force brought with it an obligation 

to expand opportunities for female service members. The services needed to open assignments 

beyond the traditional fields of health care, administration, and communications. U.S. officials 

removed many barriers during the 1960s, such as restrictions on marriage and pregnancy and the 

congressional caps on the number of women on active duty. Yet the 1948 law barring women 

from flying combat aircraft and serving on combat ships remained in effect. While there was no 

law limiting the role of women in ground combat units, Army leadership followed the other 

services by prohibiting women from combat and certain non-combat support roles likely to 

engage in combat. The Army interpreted non-combat support likely to see combat very broadly, 

leaving few military occupational specialties (MOS) open to women. Over time, the services 
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began to change their attitudes toward women, slowly opening fields to female personnel, but 

progress was glacial.56 

The military opened some new opportunities to women during the 1970s, but many limits 

remained in place. For years, the services claimed that all their pilots must be available for 

combat even though many of its existing pilots did not have combat roles. Under this 

requirement women were not allowed to fly. There were any number of precedents that argued 

against such a restrictive practice. During World War II women pilots transported military 

aircraft from factory to air base and between air bases, towed gunnery targets, and even served as 

flying instructors in both the United States and Great Britain. In the Soviet Union women 

successfully flew in combat against the Germans. Under pressure from the women’s rights 

movement, the DoD began to slowly open the cockpit to women pilots. In August 1973 the U.S. 

Navy trained six women who earned their wings as naval aviators. In April 1974 the Army 

followed suit with its first female helicopter pilot. The Air Force, where flying was the heart of 

the service’s mission, resisted until August 1976 when 20 women began pilot training. While 

maintenance and other support jobs were opened to women at Titan and Minuteman missile 

bases, women were barred from the crew that pushed the button to launch the ICBM. That was 

considered combat. The Navy, the most conservative service, was loathe to consider sea duty for 

women. After an inconclusive and poorly planned experiment of a mixed gender crew on a 

hospital ship, the Navy allowed women to serve on non-oceangoing tugs and harbor craft. It 

would take a court case in 1978 to force the Navy to allow women to serve on non-combat 

seagoing vessels. The Army’s response was equally gradual. As for non-combat support 

positions, the Army slowly inched towards opening them up to women. A step on the way 
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toward the goal of more opportunities for women was the decision in 1975 to provide women 

with individual and advanced weapons training.57 

Pentagon officials and especially the services saw the role of role of women in the 

military as an evolutionary process. They balked at what they considered a revolutionary step: 

allowing females to attend the service academies. Established in 1802, the United States Military 

Academy—often referred to as West Point—was almost as old as the United States Army itself 

and, like the United States Naval Academy founded in 1845 in Annapolis, Maryland, served as 

the proving grounds of some of America’s greatest military leaders. At only two decades old in 

1974, the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs considered itself the foundational institution 

for building leaders for the growing United States Air Force. Despite their different martial 

traditions, the three academies had much in common. The schools combined a traditional 

collegiate curriculum with strict military discipline and focused training. At the end of four years 

academy graduates entered their respective services as commissioned officers. Most 

significantly, all academy graduates and students were male. 

Congressional action on the ERA threatened to upend the male-dominated service 

academies. Did women have the right to attend these prestigious service colleges? Most in the 

DoD and the services feared that the popularity of the ERA in Congress and the apparent support 

for it in the rest of the country would force the U.S. military academies to accept women. In 

December 1973 the Senate attached a provision to a Defense spending bill that required 

admission of women to the academies, but it was eliminated in conference.58  

The chief rationale of the DoD and service leadership for opposing women at the 

academies was that the schools were training ground for future combat leaders. Women could 

not serve in combat, so they should not take the place of men at the military academies, 
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especially since the academies were U.S. government-funded. Deputy Secretary Clements, 

foremost among the opponents, spearheaded DoD’s defense of these all-male institutions. His 

ally in the House of Representatives, Chairman of the House Armed Services Committe F. 

Edward Hèbert, reportedly told Clement and Schlesinger he would not allow a vote on the issue. 

Chief of Staff of the Air Force General George Brown spoke for the military. He was unalterably 

opposed to women at the academies, but if Congress insisted, he would accept it gracefully and 

agree to a reasonable program for female attendees.59 

In January 1974 Brehm issued a working copy of the DoD position statement on women 

in the service academies. The document reiterated that the fundamental mission of the military 

academies was to train officers for combat. “For one-hundred and seventy-two years the 

Congress has not considered it appropriate to admit women to the Academies,” the statement 

proclaimed, and until the Congress passed legislation stating otherwise the DoD would continue 

to exclude female participation at these institutions. Clements strengthened this stance in an 

updated policy statement issued by his office in April 1974, noting that the academies served an 

important national security interest by providing officers capable of combat leadership. 

Therefore, Clements argued, “it is imperative that these opportunities be reserved for those with 

the potential for combat roles,” which current law restricted to men only. The DoD would revise 

its position on the admission of women, he concluded, “if it comes to be the judgment of the 

American people that women should fill combat roles in our Armed Forces.” An official 

statement from the CNO Admiral Zumwalt, Marine Corps Commandant General R. E. Cushman 

Jr., and Acting Secretary of the Navy J. William Middendorf used similar language, stating, 

“Until the American people through their representatives in Congress express a desire that 
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women serve in combat roles, it would be inappropriate and inefficient use of public funds to 

educate women at the Naval Academy.”60  

Key to this strategy was proving that the service academies did, in fact, train combat 

leaders for the United States military. Critics of the existing policy barring women pointed out 

that, in reality, not all service academy graduates entered specialties designated as combat. At the 

time of the debate, over 12 percent of the graduates of the United States Military Academy did 

not enter combat-related fields. At West Point, for example, in addition to the more traditional 

combat specialties of infantry, armor, and artillery, cadets became officers in military 

intelligence, the medical service, the Quartermaster Corps, or in transportation. In a letter to 

Schlesinger, Senator Edward M. “Ted” Kennedy (D-MA) claimed that 85 percent of Army 

officers were not in combat roles as well as 70 percent of Navy officers and 68 percent of Air 

Force officers. Was it not possible to train women at the service academies for some of these 

non-combat roles, he asked?61  

Clements realized that the department needed to make a concerted effort to present the 

three schools as oriented towards producing officers trained to lead in combat. The arguments for 

West Point and the Naval Academy were fairly straightforward. The Army’s recent experience in 

Vietnam proved that soldiers in traditionally non-combat roles could suddenly find themselves 

under hostile fire. While these situations were not typical, Clements and the Army argued that 

they supported the idea that West Point graduates needed to be ready to lead in unexpected 

combat situations. The Navy’s case was even simpler. The Navy Department stated that the 

Naval Academy prepared midshipmen for service on combat ships and in combat aircraft, neither 

of which were open to female sailors. The Air Force Academy’s case proved more challenging. 

While West Point and Annapolis could make a fairly plausible argument that their respective 
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services placed the majority of their graduates in combat environments where the law prohibited 

the presence of women, the Air Force had only three combat-related occupational specialties 

presently closed to female airmen: pilot, navigator, and missile launch crewmember. 

Furthermore, with most air bases located far from war zones, support specializations were not 

classified as combat jobs. 

It was a losing battle for those who clung to idea of male-only service academies. 

Congress required women’s enrollment in the service academies as part of the Department of 

Defense Appropriation Authorization Act for FY 1976. The law directed the schools to admit 

women beginning in 1976 under the same criteria as men, allowing only “minimal essential 

adjustments” to physical standards in recognition of the physiological differences between the 

sexes.62  

It was not a popular decision within the some in the military ranks. Retired General and 

former Chief of Staff of the Army William Westmoreland spoke for many when he characterized 

the decision as “silly.” As he told reporters, “Maybe you could find one woman in 10,000 who 

could lead in combat, but she would be a freak and we are not running the military academies for 

freaks.” Others were reconciled to the change, including former Chief of Naval Operation 

Admiral Elmo Zumwalt who, perhaps catering to women voters, stated during his 1976 

unsuccessful run for the Senate that he approved of females at the service academies. 

Furthermore, he believed “women should have the opportunity to have the capability to go into 

combat,” implying that combat training was useful for women, if combat was not. Since the 

service academies were four-year institutions, it was not until the Carter administration that the 

few female pioneers at the service academies graduated and embarked on careers as leaders. 

Despite the fears of Clements, Herbert, and Westmoreland, women at the academies proved a 
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resounding success.63 In retrospect, the entry of women into the academies was one of the early 

shots in a debate which would engage the Pentagon for the next two decades: should combat be 

open to women? Women made incremental progress towards that goal during the tenures of 

Secretaries Harold Brown, Caspar Weinberger, and Frank Carlucci. With the invasion of Panama 

in 1989 and in the Gulf War of 1991 the distinction between noncombat and combat areas 

became even less defined than in previous conflicts. Female soldiers suffered casualties, became 

POWs, and led troops, and this experience served to advance the pressure to allow women the 

opportunities to undertake combat roles. 

 

The Reserves and the Total Force 

The All-Volunteer Force in the future would depend on increased accessions by women, African 

Americans, and other minorities if it had any hope of meeting its recruitment quotas. It was also 

true that the downsized AVF would need to call up reserve and National Guard units to perform 

its mission in a simultaneous war with the Soviet Union and in smaller regional conflict. To 

accomplish these mobilization goals, the Pentagon would have to rely on a robust reserve force 

able to join the active-duty forces quickly and perform its role efficiently. In August 1970 

Secretary Laird laid out the challenge, which he called the concept of the Total Force, a new 

emphasis on combining reserve and active-duty forces. Since the active armed forces were 

scheduled to decrease by over a million, Laird stated that the DoD would increase its reliance on 

the Guard and reserve forces in planning, programming, manning, equipping and deploying. The 

Total Force concept allowed the Pentagon, in Laird’s words, “to determine the most 

advantageous mix [of active and reserve forces] to support national strategy and meet the threat.” 

As Laird told Congress, the lower cost of the reserve forces meant more defense at less cost. 
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Two years later in August 1973, Defense Secretary Schlesinger boldly stated the “Total Force 

was no longer a ‘concept.’ It is now a Total Force Policy which integrates the Active, Guard, and 

Reserves forces into a homogeneous whole.”64 

Schlesinger’s claim was more of a morale booster for the sagging morale of the reserves 

than a true assessment of their capabilities. The reserve forces were encountering serious 

difficulties in recruiting new members. The end of the Vietnam War and the draft meant that for 

many young men there was no reason to join the reserves. Consequently by the end of 1973 all 

reserve unit numbers fell, and the declined continued until 1980. Schlesinger attributed the 1973 

shortfall not only to the end of the draft. He also noted that recruiters and their commanders had 

been accustomed to waiting lists for draft motivated enlistment in the reserves. Now they had to 

actively seek new members. The Pentagon’s response was to double the number of reserve 

recruiters each year from 1971 to 1974, when it reached over 4,100. An added disincentive to 

reserve recruitment was that during the Vietnam War, the political leadership refused to call up 

the reserves, so members of the Guard and reserves became used to assuming they would not see 

combat. With the Total Force, the reserves were expected to fight.65 

Schlesinger’s solution was to increase the attractiveness of reserve duty by increasing 

access to military exchanges, better benefits including life insurance coverage, and survivor 

benefits for guardsmen and reservists killed while on active duty. Of course, Schlesinger asked 

Congress for an increase in the reserves budget. An added problem that the Pentagon faced in the 

mid-1970s was that Guard and reserve members who had signed up during the Vietnam War 

were completing their duty requirements. They initially proved hard to replace. The long-term 

solution to these personnel shortages was to recruit black, women, and prior-service personnel 

separated from active duty during downsizing. But these fixes took time.66  
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Of the services, the U.S. Air Force Reserve (USAFR) and the Air National Guard (ANG) 

were the most successful in maintaining their strength and upgrading their reserve forces. In 

January 1974 the Air National Guard had actually expanded its membership by almost 7,000 and 

the Air Force Reserves lost just under 4,000 members, the smallest decline of any reserve force. 

The Air Force’s opportunities for technical jobs and the lure of aviation accounted for part of its 

success. In addition, the ANG and the USAFR were able to attract members with prior military 

experience, maintain a close association between reserve units and their commands, and increase 

flying time training for reserve forces.67 

The Army had a more difficult time. Given its planned reduction of  800,000 troops, the 

Army leadership counted on the National Guard and reserve units to be sufficiently trained to 

deploy almost as rapidly as active-duty troops. This was the rationale for the “round-out” 

concept where every Army division would have two-active duty brigades and one reserve or 

Guard brigade. Such an arrangement required better reserve training, a steady stream of reserve 

personnel, and more modern equipment for these round-out units. Unfortunately reductions in 

defense spending and the shortfalls in the number of Army Reserve personnel, lack of training 

for reserve units, and inferior “hand-me-down weapons” from the active-duty Army meant that 

the concept was more theoretical than actual. In the words of the Army’s historian, the “reserve 

manning problem” received “only piecemeal attention” between 1973 to 1976.68 

The Navy with its emphasis on control of the seas against an expanding Soviet challenge 

favored active-duty service members over reserves. With six-month deployments for most ships 

and only 50 percent of a ship’s time spent in its home port, the Navy found it difficult to assign 

missions to part-time naval reservists. But it was more than just these factors. The Navy 

leadership, according to one Pentagon official responsible for reserve affairs,“had an almost 
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institutional resistance to innovative uses of the Naval Reserve.” Not surprisingly the Navy had 

difficulties maintaining its reserve strength.69  

In addition to these obstacles which confronted the implementation of the Total Force, 

the Vietnam War Powers Act passed in 1973 prohibited the president from deploying armed 

forces—including reserve forces— in a conflict for more than 60 days. In July 1973 Schlesinger 

testified before the Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel in favor 

of allowing the president to call up 50,000 reserve forces for 90 days without a declaration of 

war or a state of national emergency. Schlesinger argued that such authority was essential for 

Total Force Policy, as well as national security and deterrence. But more than that he maintained, 

“It provided credibility to the U.S. public, which has taken, on occasion, a skeptical view of the 

effectiveness of the Reserves.” An operational problem drove home the effect of congressional 

restrictions on reserve call-ups. During the October 1973 Arab-Israeli War, the U.S. supply effort 

to Israel required more U.S. long-range transport crews than were available in the active forces. 

President Nixon could not call up reserve crews without declaring a national emergency, which 

the resupply problem was not and which he was unprepared to do. The shortfall of available 

crews was resolved by reserve members contributing their service on a voluntary basis, but this 

ad hoc arrangement was not a viable solution for the future. In May 1976 Congress passed the 

Reserve Forces Call-Up Authority and Ford signed it into law. The law allowed for a call-up of 

50,000 of the Selected Reserve without a declaration of war or national emergency for 90 days, 

but prohibited their use in cases of civil disturbances or national emergencies.70 

The period between 1973 and 1976 was a difficult time for the Guard and reserves. In the 

transition to an All-Volunteer Force and in the implementation of the Total Force, they lagged 

behind the active-duty forces. Taken together, the shortfalls of personnel, lack of adequate 
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training, poor equipment, a feeling among the Pentagon leadership that the reserve forces were 

not ready for their mission, and the political leadership’s unwillingness to use them contributed 

to their decline relative to the active duty force. In April 1976 the report of the Defense 

Manpower Commission stated bluntly: “The Total Force Policy is still far from a reality, and 

expectations of it may have been overstated.” The commission’s report continued, “To assume 

that many National Guard or Reserve units will be operationally ready for deployment overseas 

with 30 to 90 days after mobilization is not realistic; a more practical readiness time for most 

units would be from 120 [to] 180 days.” It was a damning but accurate portrayal of the state of 

affairs. The situation did not improve until the congressionally funded military buildup of 

President Reagan and Secretary of Defense Weinberger, which included adequate funding, 

training, and equipment for the reserves.71 

 

Secretaries of Defense Laird, Richardson, Schlesinger, and Rumsfeld and their staffs were faced 

with a formidable challenge: to implement the costly All-Volunteer Force in a time of fiscal 

austerity and downsizing of the armed forces after the Vietnam War. As a hangover from 

Vietnam, many Americans held a skeptical view of service members, subjecting returning 

Vietnam veterans to a stony homecoming. Recruiting enough men and women proved a 

persistent problem. Attracting “quality” recruits, those with high school diplomas or success on 

the services’ mental tests was even more difficult. The legacy of racial tension during the conflict 

in Southeast Asia required the OSD and the services to restore a modicum of harmony. While 

relations between the races improved from their Vietnam low point, the issue was far from 

solved. The Pentagon faced increasing demand from women service members for more job 

opportunities. They were no longer willing to be nurses and typists. Looking at the 1970s decade 
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as a whole, there was no assurance that the AVF would survive. Its critics lobbied for a return to 

conscription. The four defense secretaries of the Nixon-Ford years, their OSD staffs, and the 

leadership of the services managed to keep the AVF going forward and to establish a foundation 

on which subsequent administrations could build. In 1991 all four secretaries—Laird, 

Richardson, Schlesinger, and Rumsfeld—could take satisfaction that the AVF, which they had 

helped to conceive, nurture, and defend, performed with distinction in the Gulf War. 
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